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We consider the problem of finding a group of transformations G under which an optimal 

process is invariant. In other words, we find a group G such thar the manifold defined by 

the differential equations describing the controlled process and functional is invariant. 

1. Strtement of the problem, Let a controlled process be described by the 
following nonlinear equation in dimensionless form : 

afP 
- - & f (cp) 2 + F ((1, cp) = 0 at ! ) t E I(‘, 2’1, ZE[O, 11 (1.1) 

where ‘p (t, rj is the required distribution, IL (t, 5) is the disturbed control, and f (9). 

F (u, cp) are continuous functions differentiable sufficiently often with respect to-their 

arguments. 
We assume the existence of a distributed control u (t, 2) which minimizes the func- 

tional T I 

(1.2) 

Here T, 1 are known positive constants and Q (u, rp) is a continuous function differen- 
tiable sufficiently often. 

Let us introduce the notion of an invariant optimal process. By this we mean an opti- 
mal process which (provided it exists) remains invariant under some group of transforma- 

tions G. The existence of such an optimal process can therefore be established by con- 
structing such a group of transformations G and finding the relationship among the func- 

tions f (VP), F (u, cp), Q (u, cp) such that the manifold 62 defined by the equations 

and functional (1.2) remain invariant for any transformation r, E G . In other words. 
we are to find transformations of the variables t, 3, cp, w, u and of the derivatives of ‘p, II, 
w with respect to t and z such that the image points with the coordinates t*, z*, (p*, UT*, 

u*, cp;.. q& ) . ..**.. wrZ belong to D while the value of functional J, remains Ilncbanged. 

8, COn#t?UCtiOII of thr fundrmrntrl group G. The group of transfor- 
mations G is defined by the Lie algebra of the infinitesimal operators 

(2.1) 

We introduce the group G* (the first extension of the G- transformations) defined by 

the expression 
(2.2) 0% 

where G* is isomorphic to G. 
The condition of invariance of functional (1.2) can be written as 

Y [J,] = 0 (2.3) 
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i.e. the values of the functional remain unchanged if the variables t, I, cp, u, w are 
subjected to the transformation 

t*=t+eE,, z*=z+e4k. U* = 14 + ec,, @==cp +eE,, W* = w + ef, 

Here <r, &, c,, &,, !&, are the coordinates of the operator Y which are functions of 

the coordinates of the space Es ; e is a small parameter. 

As in 121. we have the following relation for T, E G: 
P’I 

T,I,=~CQ(U+%,,,. c~+e$)d(2i-eE,)d(t+eS*)=$ ~[Q(u49+eY(QH~ h. 0 n 0 0 

I:unctional (1.2) is invariant if and only if 

(2.4) 

The conditions of invariance of the manifold 8 defined by system (1.3) are of the 

form p] Y+ i&22] = 0 (2.5) 

The conditions of invariance of the functional J, and of the manifold Q, give us the 
system of defining equations of the Lie algebra. This system enables us to determine 

the coordinates of the infinitesimal operator Y and to establish relationship among the 

functions f (cp), P (u, cp), Q (u, cp). These conditions are 

(2.6) 

Investigation of the defining equations for the coordinates of the infinitesimal operator 
Y yields the following relations : 

4,= (2$$) f (2.7) 

F,=([i+z(~~‘]~-[i+(~)‘]~),+z~~ 

aF j e, dEt L=&{[P (,f)‘-Jg- I( %--?ir - ) 
(2.9) 

(2.9) 
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A. Let us determine the group of transformations G for an arbitrary relationship among 

f (cp), F (4 CpL Q (Uf cp). 
From (2.10) and (2.11) we find that 

“4, u& c?ZE d”E aat 
x----z _x 

rlt-=ds=dtdz lix2 - ds3 = 0 

Then 
4, -= E,, -= 4,, 7 II, Cl=al, 5,-a% (2.12) 

Hence, the basis of the Lie algebra of the fundamental group of system (1.3) and func- 
tional (1.2) consists of the operators 

Y, := a (.)/at, Y, = a (.)/az (2.13) 

B. As noted in @I, the group of transformations G can be extended by way of a special 
form of the function f (cp) , 

f (cp) =m c,qP, f (cp) = cqe”w (cl, c2, m, n = const) 

Let us consider the problem of finding the group of transformations G under which the 

optimal process is invariant for f (rp) = cl qzm and m # - a/,. 

Relations (2.7) - (2.11) here become 

- F ‘2 (2.14) 1 
(2.15) 

(2.16) 

Since F = F (u, cp), Q = Q (u, cp), it follows from (2.16) with allowance for (2.15) 
that the following relations are possible among the coordinates of the infinitesimal ope- 
rators defining the group of transformations G under which the optimal process is invari- 
ant for f = c,q~~~ : 

2”. (2.17) . 

Qw = - UlW, ,u=&[(i-2m)F-‘?ag]a$i 

Here a,, a,, PO are the defining constants. Hence, the basis of the Lie algebra of the 

fundamental group consists of the operators 
a a 

Y1=x, Yt=,,, YS=t 

(2.18) 

The functions Q (u, cp), F (u, rp) are related by the expression 
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aQ aF aQ ~~+~&[(~-2m)F-~rp ,-;;+4mQ=O 1 

2” g,, = ale’s + a0, !&=zle’+po, E,=ze’cp (2.19) 

4, = - rleL, t,=&e’[(i--2m)F--p--pi; aa 
I 

The basis of the Lie algci-.r;l of Ti:c fit, ‘;lt~lc”~l,~i :ro11[1 i!l Tiiis case is 

a a 
Yl=at* Yz=,, 

y3=ef a 
I 

at +z&+&T+Aw& +&[(i-2m)F--T-_g]a&&) 

and Q (u, q), F (u, cp) are related by the expression 

P&z&[ (i-2m)F--~--~$]~+hQ=O 

3” 5, = a0, s* = Pit + PJ, 5, = - 2 cp 
(2.20) 

4, = - 2% pw, 5,=-_[(1+2m)F-‘Ts]a& 

The basis of the Lie algebra of the fundamental group then consists of the operators 

a a a 
Y1=,,, Ya=,,. 

l&L 
Ys=t7ii-2, aq 

2m+1 a 
- - W--&[(lf2m)F-q 

m aw 
aG 3 && 

and Q (u, cp), F (u, cp) must satisfy the relation 
aF’ aQ 

qz+&[(i+2m)F-_ - 
1 
--2mQ=O a’p au 

4” 5, = a15 + a07 5, = PO> SW=+7 (2.21) 

m-!-i 
E, = -yjy UN, 

Then 
5,=J+?&& 

a a a 
Y1=,,, Yz=,,. y3=xa5+ +V-&+ 

mfl a 
+-TT- waw+ 

+ F--q% 
i J 

i a 
-- 
do /au al4 

The relationship between Q (u, rp) and F (u, cp) in this case is defined by the expression 

aQ q%+&(F-cpg)g+mQ=O 
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